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January 3 2022 

How to be right (2021 letter to partners) 

Topics: The beacon; thinking right; thinking the right things; our investments; the price of being 

right  

Dear partners and friends, 

Year FRC Return S&P 500 Total Return 

2017 66.1% 21.8% 

2018 -7.9% -4.4% 

2019 19.9% 31.5% 

2020 139.5% 18.4% 

2021 -25.4% 28.7% 

      

CAGR since inception 26.8% 18.5% 

Cumulative since inception 227.8% 133.3% 

Farm Road Capital lost 25.4% in 2021, while the S&P 500 gained 18.5 %. From inception in 

2017, FRC gained 227.8%, while the S&P 500 gained 133.3%.  

The S&P is a formidable foe. Only 1 in 10 institutional investors out-performed the index over 

the most recent 5-year period. Fewer did so over longer time frames. 

Odds are clearly stacked against your manager in out-performing the S&P. This is perhaps more 

obvious in the past year, during which your manager appears to deserve tomatoes for badly 

lagging the S&P.  

High-flying stock indices mask the market’s sharp shift to caution. While the Nasdaq was only 

3% from its high, the average drawdown for a constituent stock was near 35%. The fears of 

above-average inflation and Fed tightening are palpable.  

Your manager is not in the business of anticipating macroeconomic shifts. The focus has always 

been on investing in the longest-duration growth companies, which provide the best defensive 

and offensive values regardless of macroeconomic backdrops. 

FRC’s performance is best measured with 3-5 year rolling averages. The longer-term outlook is 

encouraged because your manager practices a unique philosophy that serves as a beacon for out-

performance. 

The Beacon 

"Everything should be made as simple as possible, but no simplier" -Albert Einstein 

It comprises two pieces. The first deals with how to think. The second with what to think. 
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Thinking right and thinking the right things are different endeavors. To think right is to choose 

the appropriate road to run on, while to think the right things is to run appropriately.  

One cannot live without the other. Running on the wrong road is useless. So is running wrong, 

even when on the right road. 

In the context of FRC, to think right is to commit to investing in a sustainable way. And to think 

the right things is to develop deep understandings of companies that sustainably compound 

capital at high rates of return. 

Thinking right 

All investors need are quality decisions. However, the unfortunate reality of investing is filled 

with innumerable distractions that discourage quality decisions. 

The most damaging distraction is the most common, that is the pressure of timing. Institutions, 

with mostly impatient capital, must out-perform benchmarks annually (sometimes even 

quarterly) or risk losing client assets. Picking the best companies matters little if their stock 

prices do not keep pace with benchmarks. Timing what to hold, buy, or sell is consequential. The 

challenge of picking winning companies is intensified by the stress of timing. This seems 

unhealthy and unsustainable. 

A healthier and more sustainable solution is the practice of permanence, meaning a very long 

(ideally infinite) duration in companies and client assets. 

A long-term outlook and patient assets remove the pressure of timing, allowing your manager to 

focus on dynamics rather than discrete events. This is crucial for out-performance because strong 

dynamics, such as sustainable competitive advantages, lead to positive events, such as strong 

quarterly earnings or outlooks, and rising stock prices. 

But exactly when is anyone’s guess. Getting the timing consistently right is beyond the 

assessment of dynamics. Timing is mostly outside of your manager’s control, but the challenge 

of correctly parsing dynamics is not. 

Without the pressure of timing, decisions are less hurried, which leads to less stress and higher 

quality decisions that should in turn increase returns, reinforce the entire practice, and further 

improve returns. 

Alfred Chandler, a business historian, wrote “unless structure follows strategy, inefficiency 

results”. FRC is structured to sustain the practice of permanence. Much of your manager’s time 

is spent on developing deep and differentiated understanding of dynamics (more on this later), 

which avoids distractions from the ebbs and flows of events. Your manager spends little effort 

courting clients, and accepts only the most productive assets and relationships (the “no-brainer” 

types). Expenses are low without analysts or a formal office to avoid the stress of excess 

expenses when events lag dynamics.  
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Thinking the right things 

Knowing more is not the same as being right. 

Knowing more helps in getting to the right answer, but is not enough per se. 

This is where deep understanding comes in.  

As a bridge between knowledge and right answers, deep understanding connects disparate pieces 

of existing knowledge, and weighs some pieces more than others to arrive at right answers.  

Trade-offs are necessary. Trying to weigh every piece of knowledge equally may make a 

detailed report, but not successful investing. 

Great investing is all about discounting information that the market has not. Participants tend to 

discount what can be counted. Yet what cannot be counted is the real story. Past numbers ought 

to be used to parse qualitative growth drivers, which account for future numbers.  

In the context of FRC, to be right means to be invested in companies with long-duration growth 

(ie sustainably compound capital at high rates of return). To have deep understanding is to put 

sufficient weight on information that clarify permanent growth drivers. 

The most important of growth drivers is positive feedback cycles (PFCs).  

PFCs continuously improve results. They are conducive for product iterations, allowing the 

company to innovate and adapt quickly. The best companies understand their value, and do 

everything to refine and accelerate them. Yet they are not even on the radar for most companies. 

Why? First, PFCs are difficult to initiate. They require resources but yield little results to start. 

Their outcomes follow an exponential curve that fit poorly in linear forecasting models. Two, 

they are difficult to sustain. Many stakeholders are involved with differing needs. 

To start, a culture of grounded obsession is necessary. To be sustainable, an ecosystem of 

overwhelming incentives is required. 

As mentioned, the outcomes of PFCs are ill-fitting for a standard forecasting model. Hence, for 

companies to begin investing in PFCs, they need a visionary but grounded leader who can look 

beyond spreadsheets to see the value of PFCs. The leader must be sufficiently obsessed about the 

mission to have a leap of imagination about the exponential outcomes of PFCs, and also 

pragmatic enough to gather the team and financing for PFCs to start.  

Your manager observed that company culture starts at the top. A mission-obsessed and grounded 

leader, preferably a large shareholder as well, would inspire the same company characteristics 

essential for PFCs to begin. 

To sustain PFCs, the value proposition for each party involved, be it customers/vendors/partners, 

must be overwhelming – good to start, and great over time. This means that each party finds 

more reasons to stick with the company over time. 
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Sustaining PFCs is more difficult than it looks. Attracting new parties require different incentives 

than keeping existing ones. Heavy investments are necessary during early phases. Early success 

attracts competitors, including heavyweights with immense resources and excellent histories of 

building businesses. 

Yet the best companies are not deterred. They understand that, when done right, PFCs accelerate 

innovation over time, yielding ever-improving results that place them far ahead of competitors.  

A fast pace of innovation, sustained by PFCs, is the only defensible moat in your manager’s 

opinion. It also offers the best offence. Companies investing in PFCs now cannot begin to 

imagine how their best years would look in the future. 

Our investments 

Great leaders and sustainable PFCs are rare. Most companies do not deserve permanence. That’s 

why your manager prefers to invest only in the worthy few, resulting in a concentrated portfolio.  

The quest to look for the worthy few is challenging. Unforced errors in the form of analytical 

mistakes are aplenty. Forced errors happen when competitive or managerial dynamics become 

unpredictable. Rest assured that your manager is hard at work in minimizing errors.1  

Your manager is persistent because the rewards of being right far outweigh the costs of mistakes. 

Practicing long-duration investing (ie permanence) in the worthy few would generate notable 

returns from compounding, as long as mistakes are kept as short-duration as possible. Let profits 

run, and cut losses early. 

For a worthy company, holding on to its stock for a long duration is much more consequential 

than timing purchases at the bottom or sales at its annual high. As said by Morgan Housel in his 

book (which I recommend everyone to read twice at minimum), time in the market is more 

important than timing the market.    

One example among the worthy few is Roku, the largest TV streaming platform globally with a 

31% share (ahead of second-place Amazon’s 16% share).  

Roku is headed by founder/CEO Anthony Wood, a serial media entrepreneur (Roku means six in 

Japanese, and is Wood’s sixth company) with a maniacal focus on building the most vendor-, 

user-, and partner-friendly operating system for smart TVs. The Roku OS is designed to have 

great performance on inexpensive hardware. Cheap hardware allows vendors (TV OEMs) to 

make more profit by manufacturing Roku-powered TVs than building their own. Cheap 

hardware and great performance have also popularized Roku-made streaming sticks among 

users. The Roku OS makes it easy for partners (content providers), even small ones, to launch, so 

users find the greatest variety of content on Roku.  

 
1 The sharp reader may be curious about how forced errors can be minimized. Forced errors cannot be prevented by definition, but they may be 
avoidable. In the context of FRC, this means to invest in low-risk companies and industries. Buffett has largely avoided investing big in 

technology (with the exception of Apple) because of high risks of obsolescence. In a departure from Buffett (!), your manager thinks that some 

tech companies and others have low risks of being obsolete. Low business risk is an important nuance in investing in long-duration growth 
companies. But business risks are difficult to measure, and should not be measured by the volatility of stock prices. Thoughts on business risk 

will be included in future letters.  

https://www.amazon.com/Psychology-Money-Timeless-lessons-happiness/dp/0857197681
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Two PFCs drive Roku – hardware and content. They work together to support Roku’s leadership 

in streaming and advertising. User demand for Roku’s cheap and high-performing hardware 

drives supply, which are incentivized by higher profits to meet demand. The high variety of 

content on Roku attracts users, which in turn attracts more content providers. Roku is investing 

in original content, which is free for users in exchange for watching advertising, to accelerate the 

content PFC.  

Competitors have trouble replicating the strengths of Roku OS, demonstrated by their lack of TV 

OEM partners (Roku has 15). Google has made multiple attempts in building Google/Android 

TV, each time failing to build traction (the latest attempt really frustrated Best Buy). Amazon 

just started building its own TV, which has poor resolution and low variety of content. 

Another example is Sea Limited. Sea’s primary businesses are mobile game publishing and 

ecommerce, both in emerging markets. From its start, Sea has formidable competitors in Lazada 

(owned by Alibaba) and others. Thankfully, Sea has founder/CEO Forrest Li, whose obsession 

with customers and courage in challenging large established players define the company.  

“Hyper-localization” defines Sea’s customer-centric playbook and PFCs. Its mobile games work 

well on low-powered devices common in its markets. Game content celebrates local cultures by 

involving local festivities, customs, and celebrities. Ecommerce “localizes” by offering a much 

larger variety of local products (driven by C2C sellers) relative to competitors and adapting to 

local payment habits (eg cash-on-delivery in Indonesia and Philippines). 

The MMORPG (massive multi-player online role-playing games) nature of Sea’s games means 

users beget users. Exclusive localized content attracts users, who attract more users interested in 

competition. Sunk costs in customizations lock users into the game, generating recurring revenue 

that is invested into new content. Sea’s success in hyper-localization attracts game publishers to 

license content, effectively helping Sea future-proof its franchise. With a total of 725 million 

QAU, the gaming PFC has worked wonders. 

In ecommerce, in which Sea operates as Shopee, Shopee enters a market by first having large 

B2C merchants to provide brand-name, recognizable products. As its reputation builds, it 

subsidizes small C2C merchants to significantly increase the variety of local products. Users are 

first attracted to Shopee by brand-name products, and they stay for the large variety of cheap 

local products. Increasing users attract more merchants, who provide more products that in turn 

attract more users. The ecommerce PFC produces excellent results. Shopee transacts near $50B 

GMV, and holds #1/#2 positions in most Southeast Asian markets and Taiwan, while expanding 

in Brazil and parts of Europe.    

Sea has plenty of potential for growth. Despite its dominant market position, Shopee hasn’t 

begun to monetize ecommerce. In an effort to attract more users and merchants, Shopee limited 

the annual increases of transaction-based fees, and only just started offering advertising services, 

both of which are high-margin sources of revenue. Its current fees are mostly related to logistics 

and payments, both of which are low-margin.  

https://www.theverge.com/2021/12/9/22826619/tcl-6-5-series-google-tv-best-buy-removal-os-bugs-slow
https://www.theverge.com/22785648/amazon-fire-tv-omni-review-alexa
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In addition, Sea only recently expanded into financial services such as mobile wallets, payments, 

BNPL etc 75% of the population in its target emerging markets are under-banked. Sea would 

build on trust gained from consumers in ecommerce and gaming to expand in financial services. 

The price of being right 

Your manager noted in last year’s letter about the risk of the Fed removing accommodative 

policies. However, FRC’s performance appear to indicate a lack of effort in preparing for the 

risk. 

Why not be less invested going into a tightening Fed cycle? Because there are no guarantees in 

the market. A tightening cycle does not mean that our investments will decline. In addition, 

knowing that the Fed would tighten does not mean knowing the extent of discounting by the 

market. As mentioned, timing the market is beyond your manager’s focus. 

What about the risks of inflation? Standard financial logic dictates a reduction in present values 

when interest rates increase to combat inflation. Your manager suggests more emphasis on 

companies than macroeconomic forces. Value provided by long-duration growth companies 

should overwhelm macroeconomic impacts. 

Your manager is mostly invested as long as opportunities are available, because missing the best 

days of the market is consequential. A study shows that between 2005 and 2020, missing the best 

10 days of the market more than halves returns. Missing the best 20 nullifies returns. To avoid 

missing the best days, your manager is prepared to endure volatility on the worst days. 

Volatility is the price of excellent returns. 

To be specific, the volatility in question relates to stock prices, not underlying business values. 

Business values mostly do not fluctuate as much as stock prices suggest. But businesses mostly 

are unable to control their stock prices, so even those with the best prospects can have volatile 

prices.  

Warren Buffett once said that he is willing to trade the pains of short-term variance to maximize 

long-term performance.  

That is the right road to run on.  

 

If you have any questions, contact me at farmroadcap@gmail.com. 

 

Marcel Gozali 

https://www.putnam.com/literature/pdf/II508-ec7166a52bb89b4621f3d2525199b64b.pdf
mailto:farmroadcap@gmail.com

